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Perspective

The Pebble Remains in the Master’s Hand: Two Careers
Spent Learning (Still) from John Evans

Adam M. Finkel 1,∗ and George M. Gray 2

In this article, we discuss four vexing problems in risk-based decision making that John Evans
has addressed over the last nearly 40 years and has perennially challenged the two of us
and others to think about. We tackle the role in decision making of potential thresholds in
dose–response functions, how the lack of health reference values for many chemicals may
distort risk management, the challenge of model uncertainty for risk characterization, and the
yet-untapped potential for value-of-information analysis to enhance public health decision
making. Our theme is that work remains to be done on each of these, but that some of that
work would merely involve listening to ideas that John has already offered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The title of this essay refers to the mostly-
forgettable 1970s TV series “Kung Fu,” where the
student was not allowed to leave the monastery until
he could snatch a pebble from the master’s hand—as
soon as he did, he had to pack up and move on. The
two of us left the “monastery” anyway, sans pebble,
but are still learning from John Evans.

John started many of us on a lifetime of learn-
ing about risk assessment and management. In an
increasingly irrational world, his mantra was always
“analysis is useful” (along with “mice are more like
rats than people are… in most cases”).

But John has always stood for, and advanced,
a brand of analysis that is not merely useful be-
cause practitioners say it is, or because it has more
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(deserved) appeal than “qualitative risk assessment”
(Cox, 2008) or than the kind of analysis needed
to justify “precaution” (Montague & Finkel, 2007;
Wiener, 2001). When all one needs to implement a
policy is “noun plus adjective,” as in “[name of chem-
ical here] BAD” or “These Expenditures BAD,” the
only “analysis” that is necessary is to claim that ex-
posures to the substance, or the analogous “expo-
sures” to the costs of control, could be nonzero under
some scenario and hence cannot be tolerated. John’s
career has stood for the premise that these four more
thoughtful (and less reflexive) attributes of analysis,
among others, are what make analysis useful (Evans,
1986):

• Careful attention to uncertainty and to in-
terindividual variability, keeping the two differ-
ent phenomena conceptually and mathemati-
cally separate (Cullen & Frey, 1999; Morgan &
Henrion, 1992), but combining them when en-
lightening (in particular, the extent to which any
citizen can know what risk she faces is limited
both by the uncertainty in anyone’s risk and by
the partial or complete inability of analysis to
tell her where she falls on the distribution of in-
terindividual risk; Finkel, 2008);
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• Full quantitation of exposures, risks, valued
benefits, and control costs. We cannot pin any
of these down precisely, but that’s no excuse
for reducing quantitative information to yes/no
pronouncements, or to “green/yellow/red” bins
(Cox, 2008)—instead, we should quantify the
uncertainty whenever we quantify the quantities
(but see Section 2.3 below for a few caveats).1

• “Analysis is useful” because it exists in service
of better decisions. Analysis that exists merely
to extrude more and more information-in-a-
vacuum, divorced from any consideration of
how the information can/should affect action, is
vain, in both senses of that word.

• John has made us all think hard about the
virtues of design/specification rules versus nu-
merical targets (Wagner, 1999). We think he
agrees with us that while we can certainly de-
cide to “move the dial” on exposure until the
marginal benefit of further reductions equals the
marginal cost of more controls (that is, a perfor-
mance standard dictated by cost-benefit balanc-
ing), this alone does not get us anywhere un-
less we understand how “the dial actually gets
moved.” The technologies are lumpy/discrete,
and so what we really should be doing is us-
ing risk and economic information to compare
real choices that are available to us. But John
has also helped us remember that it’s often too
facile merely to advocate for “Best Available
Technology (BAT)” or “As Low as Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA)”—if we have the capa-
bility to reduce risks far below de minimis lev-
els, but at ever-increasing costs, we should think
hard before insisting that society does so.

2. FOUR VEXING PROBLEMS IN
RISK-BASED DECISION MAKING

This essay discusses four vexing problems in risk-
based decision making that John has shed massive
light on over the last nearly 40 years, and has peren-
nially challenged the two of us and others to think
about. Our theme is that work remains to be done
on each of these, but that some of that work would

1John Evans and I (A.F.) “naturally” assumed in our 1987 paper
on the value of information (Finkel and Evans 1987) that risk was
uncertain, but that cost was not. This was naïve of us, and I’ve
written several papers since then arguing that cost uncertainty is
often larger, but far more well-hidden, than risk uncertainty (e.g.,
Finkel, 2014a).

merely involve listening to ideas that John has al-
ready offered.

2.1. Thresholds are Irrelevant (or Worse) to
Decision Making, Unless they Occur at
Relevant Exposures

A thriving industry continues to attack the as-
sumption that “low” doses of a substance will pose
some risk when “high” doses are clearly risky. Even
at a time when many scientists are pointing out
problems with the traditional assumption that non-
carcinogens must always have thresholds (e.g., Ten-
nekes, 2016), dozens of papers annually are mak-
ing claims about thresholds for carcinogens. Some
of these articles (e.g., Bogen, 2019; Calabrese, 2004;
Clewell, Thompson, & Clewell, 2019; Slikker et al.,
2004) make generic claims about the ubiquity of
thresholds for many carcinogens, or about levels be-
low which exposures to carcinogens are salutary (via
hormesis) rather than benign or harmful. Other ar-
ticles (e.g., Pecquet, Martinez, Vincent, Erraguntla,
& Dourson, 2018; Stelljes, Young, & Weinberg, 2019)
claim that one particular carcinogen has, or “must
have” a threshold. This controversy is quite funda-
mental: if a dose–response relationship has a thresh-
old, then it may be irrelevant that effects are seen
at “high” doses, and therefore any positive epidemi-
ology or toxicology study should be discounted, ig-
nored, or deemed “interesting” but not an indica-
tion of human risk. If adopted as science-policy, this
stance could, of course, completely upend much of
the practical utility of the fields of toxicology and
epidemiology as they relate to chemical, radiological,
and perhaps biological exposures.

The concept of the threshold has considerable
merit, both for very low exposures to carcinogens
(e.g., if faithful DNA repair exceeds the rate of new
DNA lesions) or noncarcinogens (if, for example,
mucociliary clearance can completely remove in-
frequent trespass by fine particles). But from the
underappreciated but absolutely fundamental point
of view of decision theory and risk management, the
existence of a “threshold somewhere” is completely
unimportant to any decision that effects reductions
in exposure from one point that is clearly above the
threshold to one “above but less far above” said
threshold. Put another way, we assert that anyone
interested in decisions should be unimpressed with a
claim of threshold behavior unless it could possibly
affect the magnitude of risk at specific “low” doses
to which we might wish to regulate. Decisionmakers
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Fig 1. A stylized depiction of a hypothetical set of three exposure
levels where adverse effects were seen (“test data”) and how var-
ious dose-response models might fit the data acceptably well but
have different implications for lower-dose risk.

Fig 2. A different depiction of the same “test data,” showing two
possible locations of a dose-response threshold (the dashed ver-
tical lines) that would have no practical relevance because no
decision-maker is contemplating lowering exposures nearly to the
point where the threshold occurs.

and the public need to understand that the health
benefits of modest exposure reductions being pro-
posed could well be the same whether or not the
dose–response has a “threshold somewhere.”

Figs. 1 and 2 offer two different mental pictures
of the relationship between the typical configuration
of the observed toxicologic or epidemiologic data
and possible thresholds below the observed data.
Fig. 1 (reprinted from Belzer, 2012, with permission
of the author) is very typical of diagrams that show

how various dose–response models can each provide
reasonable fits to the observed data; it depicts the
data as spanning much of the horizontal distance be-
tween the highest administered dose and the origin
(zero dose), offering a compelling mental picture.
More importantly, Fig. 1 implies that in the typical
case, the threshold falls “just below” the observed
range, and therefore leads the viewer to conclude
that for many, perhaps nearly all of the situations
where extrapolation is necessary, linear extrapolation
will grossly overestimate true risk because the expo-
sure of interest in fact confers zero (subthreshold)
risk.

In contrast, Fig. 2 (developed de novo for this
paper) depicts what may be a more accurate visual
representation: the test data are in fact clustered
very near each other when the horizontal scale is
expanded to units of molecules/person/lifetime (see
footnote 4). More importantly, Fig. 2 shows that in
many cases, regulatory agencies seek to reduce ex-
posures from somewhere at or near the low end of
the range of the observed data to a new level that
may only be a factor of 5, or 10, or 100 below that
level—and these modest risk management reductions
will only implicate a threshold if they happen to fall
within a rather narrow portion of the complete dose–
response relationship for the substance.

We emphasize that there logically are two situa-
tions in which a threshold would not be crossed: the
one mentioned here (where pre-decision and post-
decision exposures are both above the threshold),
and the obverse case, in which pre-decision expo-
sures are already below the threshold. This latter case
could occur where the exposures seen in bioassays
are never experienced by humans, or where the ex-
posures seen in epidemiologic studies are no longer
encountered anywhere.2

We learned from John Evans early on that what
matters most in “real life” are the consequences of
error—of making a choice that is inferior to another
available option, especially if this squandering of
benefit follows from misunderstanding the science or
economics (decision theorists call this “regret”; Bell,
1982). So the continuing debate about the presence
or absence of thresholds for carcinogens must begin

2Of course, a threshold is decision-relevant no matter how low it
is, when that decision might involve a complete ban on a sub-
stance such that postregulatory exposures to it would also be zero.
But these interventions are vanishingly rare; the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has only explicitly banned a handful
of substances in its 50 years of existence, and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) never has done so.
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by acknowledging the two basic ways in which mis-
understanding this issue can lead to regret: (1) we
can incorrectly overestimate the benefit (risk reduc-
tion) of any decision, by analyzing a change in expo-
sure that crosses a threshold as if the dose–response
was in fact linear (or nonlinear but nonthreshold); or
(2) we can incorrectly underestimate the benefit if we
analyze the change in exposure as if a threshold is
crossed when in fact it is not.

A proper analysis of decision regret requires
consideration of the probability of, and conse-
quences resulting from, errors of either type. But it
is impossible to even realize that these errors exist
unless the concept of the threshold is grounded in
an understanding, however imperfect or fragmen-
tary, of where on the exposure–response continuum
the threshold falls and where on that continuum
any pending decision seeks to influence exposure.
To foreshadow the conclusion of this discussion,
we also suggest that grounding the debate in this
way will lead to erasing the false black/white dis-
tinction between “no-threshold versus threshold
responses.” Instead, we urge analysts and decision-
makers to consider that insisting that there cannot
be a threshold for a particular dose–response may be
unrealistic and unnecessary—infinitesimal amounts
of a substance may well be harmless, but reductions
to these levels almost certainly cannot be attained
by regulation anyway. On the other hand, insisting
that there is a relevant threshold is, and should be,
a difficult and evidence-based task. We could help
reconcile these positions by suggesting that if one
considers the entire dose–response range from ab-
solute zero to the LD50 and above, the most generic
form of that function is arguably “continuous with
threshold”—a relationship between exposure and
risk that changes from threshold to nonthreshold
when viewed as having two regions within which
(and across which) exposure reductions have two
very different implications.

So as EPA and other agencies continue to re-
ceive more and more pressure to “admit that there
are thresholds for carcinogens,” the question we have
is how likely it is, and how likely it will be, that poor
decisions will result from analyzing specific exposure
reductions using the wrong model (either too pre-
cautionary or too naïve). We present here some brief
observations about theory, practice, and policies that
are of concern, because they suggest a small but grow-
ing tendency to let vague claims of “thresholds some-
where” affect how we perceive and regulate exposures
that may not implicate thresholds at all.

2.1.1. Theory Regarding Thresholds

Many articles that claim threshold behavior is
the general case for carcinogens as well as noncar-
cinogens begin (and often end) by asserting that
when the exposure is sufficiently low, it is impossible
for harm to manifest. Some authors merely claim that
if the carcinogenic stimulus does not involve geno-
toxicity, “an ineffective threshold dose can be as-
sumed” (Schrenk, 2018; p. 509). Others try to explain
this “assumption” a bit more, by using the “proof by
contradiction” logic (also known pejoratively as re-
ductio ad absurdum). See, for example, this represen-
tative quote from Schnell, 2016:

[t]he existence of thresholds for carcinogens becomes
inescapable when one simply converts the dose to num-
ber of molecules and plots it on a logarithmic scale, be-
ginning with one molecule.3

Even if this logic is sound, it is in practice irrel-
evant: when regulators seek to reduce lifetime expo-
sure to a substance from (say) 1025 molecules to 1024,
the behavior of the dose–response function at 1, 10,
or 10 quintillion molecules is not worth a moment’s
thought (or a decade’s delay in taking action while
advocates investigate this behavior).4

Other papers focus on the extreme upper end
of the exposure–response function and assert from
theory or observation that as exposures are low-
ered, a threshold can or “must” be crossed. The two
most common theoretical arguments of this type hold
that: (1) there must be a discontinuity in exposure–
response at a point where the incremental effects
(e.g., numbers of mutations) are no longer as large
as the spontaneous or “background” rate of these ef-
fects (Clewell et al., 2019); and (2) there must be a
dose-dependent qualitative change in the mechanism

3This claim, in its obverse formulation, is also frequently made
as a straw-man complaint against the linearity assumption; see,
for example, Moghissi, Love, and Straja (2012), who write that
“the LNT [linear, no-threshold] hypothesis is based on the single
event process implying that either one photon or one molecule is
needed to produce the effect.”

4Although the precise magnitude of this large exponent does not
change the argument much, consider actual occupational expo-
sures to a common substance like benzene, when expressed on
a molecules per lifetime scale. The OSHA Permissible Exposure
Limit for benzene is 1 ppm, or 3.2 mg/m3 in air. In a working life-
time of 13,500 workdays, a worker would inhale about 135,000 m3

of air (at the standard 10 m3/workday), or about 432 g of benzene
at 1 ppm (and we note that the average benzene concentration
of about 10,000 personal samples OSHA has taken in U.S. work-
places over the past 30 years is about 2 ppm). Since a mole of
benzene weighs 78 grams, this represents about 5.5 moles of ben-
zene, or about 3.3 × 1024 molecules.
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of toxicity as dose increases, and only when the limit-
ing mechanism is overwhelmed with increasing expo-
sure is a threshold crossed (Slikker et al., 2004). The
most common observational arguments for “thresh-
olds somewhere” are either that observed data “up-
stream” from whole-animal bioassay results (e.g.,
mutation rates) can be better fit to a threshold func-
tion than to a linear function (Clewell et al., 2019), or,
more sweepingly, that because human cancer rates
have not decreased despite significant decreases in
exposures over the past several decades, the assump-
tion of linear dose–response must be faulty (see, e.g.,
Golden, Bus, & Calabrese, 2019, p. 4: “despite com-
mitment of enormous societal resources to comply
with LNT-based risk assessments, LNT-based cancer
regulatory practices have failed to fulfill the promise
of making meaningful differences in overall cancer
incidence and mortality.”)

In addition to the precariousness of these gen-
eral claims (“must” there be a threshold? “must” this
statement hold true for all subpopulations?), few of
these studies attempt to ground their claims in terms
of current exposures or pending policy decisions, and
thus do not acknowledge that the only policy options
on the table may in fact seek to reduce “high” doses
of a substance to “slightly less high” ones (or “low”
ones to “slightly lower”). The adjectives “high” and
“low” are subjective, and what we need is a reli-
able means to infer specific “lower” responses from
“higher” ones, not blanket statements that the two
domains are unrelated or unrelatable.

Taken together, these two general lines of argu-
ment for thresholds may add up to less than the sum
of their parts. First, the logic asserts that vanishingly
small exposures “must” be innocuous (almost a tru-
ism, except that “vanishingly small” is often not de-
fined or given context). Next, damages from expo-
sures somewhat below frank effect levels are hard to
“prove” (also a truism, but much more a statement
about our power to observe what may be there than
a statement about what is there). But the union of
these two statements in no way demonstrates that a
threshold exists in a policy-relevant window of ex-
posure, only that one may exist somewhere between
zero exposure and some level we might seek that
might be below a level capable of causing harm. So
to the extent that even a claim of a policy-relevant
threshold for a specific substance (see below) merely
results from reaching a lack of power to detect ad-
versity in the underlying toxicology or epidemiology,
we think it will be important to estimate the lower
statistical bound on where the substance’s “thresh-

old” may fall. This calculation could be based on
the power of the data to rule out a linear or sublin-
ear dose–response, so we could evaluate whether this
more precautionary “threshold” in fact still remains
relevant for any completed or pending decision about
the substance. Clearly, as in many other arenas, using
the appropriate lower (or upper) bound on an un-
certain quantity provides useful incentives for some
interested parties to conduct more research, increase
sample size, and so on, in order to narrow the range
of uncertainty and thereby change the estimator in
one direction or the other.

And just as first-principles sorts of arguments can
and should be mustered to support the existence of
thresholds, other such arguments can cast some gen-
eral doubt on how policy-relevant true thresholds
might be. In order for thresholds to commonly exist
just at or near the exposure levels where our epidemi-
ologic or toxicologic studies begin to lack power to
discern statistically significant effects, it would have
to be the case that these thresholds just so happen
to fall where our studies (with their arbitrarily de-
fined sample sizes based in large part on financial
constraints) would have revealed them clearly, had
the studies been much more powerful. That strikes
some as more a coincidence than a finding. Simi-
larly, it would have to be the case that humans have
generally evolved to be at significant risk of can-
cer from levels of contaminants that are readily pro-
duced by common industrial processes when unreg-
ulated, and yet have evolved to be completely able
to ward off any risk when those levels are reduced
by (say) an order of magnitude or two. This is not
far-fetched, but perhaps suggests that similar logi-
cal arguments that “all we need” are small reduc-
tions to move from risky to completely innocuous
should be examined more carefully than they are at
present.

2.1.2. Practice Regarding Thresholds

Many of the studies that assert a threshold for
a particular substance (as opposed to the generic in-
vestigations above) conclude simply that “practical
thresholds of exposure must exist below which there
is no risk for cancer” (Slikker et al., 2004, p. 267), but
do not even purport to pin down its location. Others
(see, e.g., some of the 13 case studies in Slikker et al.,
2004) provide a location for the threshold but do so
via arguments that are not necessarily coherent. For
example, their study of vinyl acetate concludes that
exposures to this substance that yield concentrations
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of the metabolite (acetaldehyde) that are equal to or
smaller than endogenous levels are “below biologi-
cal thresholds,” a conclusion that ignores the possi-
bility that small percentages of the human population
may in fact develop cancer due to endogenous ex-
posures (and that also presumes this mode of action
is known and unique). Still other investigations offer
more thoughtful and persuasive evidence for the lo-
cation of a specific threshold, but rarely to our knowl-
edge do any of these articles ground the discussion
of the threshold by comparing it either to prevailing
exposure levels or (more importantly) to the health
benefits or lack thereof associated with any pend-
ing attempts to reduce exposures by a given amount
through regulation.

We are not at all suggesting that investigations
into thresholds must explore regulatory policy within
their publication, only that they should acknowledge
somewhere that the threshold they identify (assum-
ing they quantify at all) may not be relevant to any
conceivable decision. This task is trivial and partic-
ularly necessary in extreme cases. We note that in at
least one case with contemporary policy implications,
advocates have invoked the threshold concept even
when assessing the benefits of the applicable risk
reduction only requires interpolation within known
frank-effect levels. In 2015, for example, a consulting
firm (Gradient Corp. 2015) commented to EPA that
a threshold model for the dose–response of n-propyl
bromide (nPB, also known as 1-bromopropane)
was more appropriate than a monotonic function
(linear or nonlinear). The comments stated further
that because “the exposure concentrations used
by [the U.S. National Toxicology Program] NTP
(62.5–500 ppm) are several orders of magnitude
greater than those modeled for ambient air for the
general population … [the NTP results may not be]
reliable for quantitative extrapolation from animals
to humans.” But one of us had pointed out in pre-
vious comments to EPA that the current exposures
of U.S. workers to nPB averaged 60 ppm, and that
more than one-third of all the samples OSHA has
taken in U.S. workplaces exceeded 62.5 ppm, the
exposure at which rodents showed an 800% increase
in tumor incidence over controls. So, even if a thresh-
old may exist outside of the range of observable
data, it certainly will not be relevant in a situation
where prevailing exposures exceed frank effect
levels!

In future work, we hope to carefully evaluate all
the peer-reviewed articles claiming that a particular
toxicant has a threshold, by partitioning the set of ar-

ticles into those which do—and those which do not—
attempt to quantify where the threshold occurs, and
then subdivide the first set further into those which
do or do not make any reference to prevailing expo-
sure levels and to levels contemplated by any agency
for future reductions.

For those cases where analysts present a claim
that a relevant threshold exists and a pending deci-
sion hinges on recognizing that fact, another question
then arises: how should risk managers adjudicate the
controversy and decide whether to regulate differ-
ently because one or more of the possible options
may involve “going too far” and seeking meaningless
and expensive exposure reductions? Clearly, this is
just another situation where an existing evidence-
based “default” assumption (see Section 2.3 below)
could reasonably be supplanted by an evidence-
based alternative. We offer no judgment here as
to how receptive we think regulatory agencies
should be to claims of a decision-relevant thresh-
old; we simply observe that the errors of assuming
a threshold when there is none, versus assuming
there is none where there is, are different in kind.
Therefore, as we discuss below, we urge agencies to
consider the regrets of being too willing to accept
speculative claims about relevant thresholds, versus
the regrets of being too unwilling to do so. We also
support, when reasonable, the addition of notations
or other caveats in the EPA Integrated Risk In-
formation System (IRIS) and other compendia of
risk values, to signal to users that a given risk value
might yield a substantial overestimate at some ex-
posure levels because of the possibility of a relevant
threshold.

2.1.3. Policy Regarding Thresholds

Mistaking a “threshold somewhere” for “a
threshold that matters” would be merely a concep-
tual problem, if decisionmakers did not act on this
distinction in questionable ways. We are concerned
that the very notion of a “threshold carcinogen” is
enticing decisionmakers to assess some carcinogenic
risks in a very different way without considering
whether prevailing exposure levels and/or desired
postregulatory levels are in fact above the threshold.
Papers such as that by Bevan and Harrison (2017)
encourage regulatory agencies to treat the No Ob-
served Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) as a “perfect
threshold” whenever they decide that the dominant
mode of action is a nongenotoxic one. Indeed, EPA
has already embraced this risk assessment policy
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change, although it has had few opportunities to date
to implement it (in part because of doubts about how
compelling the evidence for nongenotoxicity has
been in many cases, but in larger part because the
Agency has not regulated many carcinogens in the
past 15 years). In its 2005 Guidelines for Carcinogen
Risk Assessment, EPA (p. 3–23) established a policy
that “in cases with sufficient data to ascertain the
mode of action and conclude that it is not linear at
low doses… an oral reference dose or an inhalation
reference concentration, or both, should be devel-
oped.” To date, we believe EPA has only used a Ref-
erence Dose (RfD) approach for a carcinogen in its
2001 appraisal of chloroform. However, stakehold-
ers continue to proffer RfDs and RfCs (Reference
Concentrations) to EPA for presumed “threshold
carcinogens” in accord with this guidance. For ex-
ample, Pecquet et al. (2018) recently developed an
ingestion level of 0.26 mg/kg/day for tetrabromo-
bisphenol A, which they state is a “no-significant-risk
level,” by estimating the lower bound of exposure
causing a 10% tumor increase (from the animal
tumor data) and dividing by a factor of 100 to adjust
for inter- and intraspecies sensitivity differences.

The problem with this general approach, of
course, is that it urges no concern about exposures
below the RfD or RfC, which in turn requires that
the point of departure (NOAEL) truly is a threshold
for the test animals, and hence that POD/100 truly
is a threshold for humans with above-average sensi-
tivity. If instead, all the mode of action analysis is
truly telling us is that there is a “threshold some-
where,” and we mistakenly assume the threshold oc-
curs just where our assays or studies lose sufficient
power, then the RfD/RfC will not be a safe exposure,
or even a “no-significant-risk” exposure. Assessing a
“threshold carcinogen” via the RfD/RfC approach,
in an exposure region above the true threshold, is a
potentially serious error of underprotection.

The potential magnitude of this error is easy to
estimate in the general case. The BMD10, by defini-
tion, poses a risk to test animals of 10−1; the NOAEL
is well-known to pose a risk of approximately
5 × 10−2 (Leisenring & Ryan, 1992), because of the
limited power of chronic bioassays to detect risks
smaller than this. Therefore, even if humans are no
more sensitive than the test species on average (with
doses converted across species by a power of body
weight or via a pharmacokinetic model), and if no
human is more sensitive than the average human, the
risk to humans at the NOAEL/100 will be approx-
imately 5 × 10−4 if the true exposure-response rela-

tionship is linear in this region (the true threshold ex-
ists, but is not coincident with the NOAEL). And if
the adjustment factors are doing their assigned job,
(that is, for substances where humans are 10× more
sensitive than the test species and where some hu-
mans are 10× more sensitive than the average hu-
man), the risk at the NOAEL/100 could be as high
as 5%, the NOAEL risk “adjusted” properly. Need-
less to say, both 5% and 5 × 10−4 are risk levels (far)
higher than Congress has instructed EPA to strive for
in regulation of carcinogens.

In summary, the very concept of “the threshold
carcinogen” encourages abandoning the exposure–
response concept that is absolutely fundamental to our
field. “Monotonic plus threshold,” with the location
of the inflection point estimated scientifically rather
than by decree, and with uncertainty in both the slope
(in the monotonic region) and the location of the
threshold appropriately quantified, is in our view the
way that the traditional “linear all the way” function
should be improved upon. Only then can we thought-
fully undertake the central task of human health risk
assessment—estimating the life-prolonging benefits
of specified exposure reductions.

2.2. There is Too Great a Focus on Human Health
Reference Values from “Authoritative
Bodies” that Work too Slowly and Sometimes
Work on the Wrong Things

Chemical risk management requires information
to guide many decisions, including chemical substi-
tutions, protective measures, or remediation efforts.
For many chemicals, no authoritative body (e.g., EPA
or the International Programme on Chemical Safety)
has yet developed health reference values to inform
these decisions. For example, EPA has no health ref-
erence value for tellurium, although it is on the 4th
Contaminant Candidate List (CCL) (US EPA, 2016),
required by the Safe Drinking Water Act, because of
potential exposure in public water systems. In many
other cases, even though a regulatory body ultimately
produced a reference value, it was only after inor-
dinate delays during which such a value did not ex-
ist, and the substance was therefore treated as if its
risk was zero. For example, at this writing EPA is fi-
nalizing a risk assessment for 1-bromopropane that
will eventually set cancer and noncancer reference
values (US EPA, 2020). But quantitative toxicologic
information sufficient to estimate this solvent’s ad-
verse reproductive risk was available in 2003; human
studies showing a Lowest Observed Adverse Effect
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Level (LOAEL) for neurological damage were avail-
able in 2004; and the NTP reported the final results
of a strongly positive cancer bioassay in 2009.

When potency (and hence risk, and hence
risk-based control) values will be assumed to be
nonexistent (zero) until sufficient evidence accrues
for an authoritative body to carry out an assessment,
the incentives for all those advocating in favor of
these substances’ use flow in the direction of making
it harder and harder to agree on those values. This
complicates many decisions—especially those that
involve chemical substitutions and the like—and
simply sets up a risk treadmill as we move from one
problem to the next. This yields a system wherein
chemicals are “innocent until proven guilty”—so
we urge that EPA’s IRIS and the other “potency
exercises” switch gears from the “gold or nothing”
standard to a “provisional first; gold second” process
in which the “10-year risk assessments” are done
to improve provisional potency values, rather than
being a precondition for having any official potency
estimate. Under the status quo, important risks may
be missed while the very slow gears of official assess-
ment grind, and risk-increasing substitutions become
a plausible outcome. When manufacturers wanted to
remove bisphenol A (a chemical with authoritative
values and hence in the spotlight) from their prod-
ucts they turned to unassessed chemicals with similar
properties. An EPA evaluation demonstrated that
for use in thermal printing paper the substitutions
may have increased, rather than decreased, risk,
based on assessing the risk of the substitutes using
data currently in hand (US EPA, 2014).

Our current process for developing official
human health reference values (HHRVs), such as
those from IRIS, can take years or even decades to
complete, and potentially endanger public health in
the meantime. The slow pace of review leaves many
potentially dangerous chemicals without risk values
needed for good public health decisions. Even when
they are published, they are invariably challenged
by stakeholders, National Academies of Science
(NAS) committees, and many others. We need
something John Evans has advocated for decades,
namely, faster ways to use existing information to
generate risk values, even for chemicals with little
chronic toxicologic data. And when this is done,
we need to reflect the uncertainty in these values
to help with decisions and guide future research
(Gray & Cohen, 2012). As John Evans would say,
uncertainty does not mean ignorance, and we can use
the information available to help avoid the “missing

risk” problem of unassessed compounds and pro-
vide better information for chemical management
decisions.

Approaches to developing provisional HHRVs
based on in vitro tests, structure–activity modeling,
and empirical relationships exist now. Many of these
have been around for a long time and are designed to
help provide numbers useful for regulatory decisions
(e.g., Layton, Mallon, Rosenblatt, & Small, 1987).
Other approaches seek to use short-term data to pre-
dict points of departure for chronic risk assessment
(e.g., Kratchman, Wang, Fox, & Gray, 2017; Penning-
ton et al., 2002). These are usually independent of
the specific toxic effect, which we know does not
predict well across species anyway (Wang & Gray,
2015). Therefore, these approaches are subject to
many of the same quantitative concerns that plague
other risk management values. Especially of concern
here is the claim that there may be a tautological
relationship between risk values in different species
due to constraints of experimental design (Bern-
stein, Gold, Ames, Pike, & Hoel, 1985; Brand, Cata-
lano, Hammitt, Rhomberg, & Evans, 2001; Freed-
man, Gold, & Slone, 1993; Krewski, Gaylor, Soms,
& Szyszkowicz, 1993). On the other hand, we know
the status quo approach is maximally arbitrary, in
that it guarantees false-negative conclusions by treat-
ing absence of (strong) evidence as evidence of ab-
sence. Provisional HHRVs may introduce some false
positives and errors of overestimation of risk, but
at least these errors would be overt and not hid-
den by the “missing risk” convention. It is very true
that these estimates will be uncertain, and a real
challenge is developing methods to characterize that
uncertainty.

Perhaps the greatest challenge is getting peo-
ple comfortable with using these provisional HHRVs.
Decisionmakers will have to contend with uncer-
tainty in an explicit way (Finkel & Gray, 2018). Other
stakeholders will likely object too. For many, a lack of
authoritative risk values is a feature, not a “bug,” and
the current slow and contentious approach avoids
public and consumer scrutiny of their products. Us-
ing alternative methods to develop HHRVs means
the default position will be that all chemicals for
which some acute or chronic toxicity tests have
been conducted pose some risk which may need to
be managed—even those we can only apply read-
across (Kovarich, Ceriani, Gatnik, Bassan, & Pa-
van, 2019) or quantitative structure–activity (Wignall
et al., 2018) models to analyze. Toxicologists will tend
to complain that decisions are being made without
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full testing of chemicals, while public-health advo-
cates will focus on possible but untested sensitive
populations or specific endpoints that might be of
concern.

Despite these concerns, implicit treatment of no
authoritative HHRV as meaning zero risk makes for
bad decision analysis. We urge the development, per-
haps by the current authoritative bodies but perhaps
by new groups, of provisional potency values, with
their attendant uncertainty, to ensure that public
health decisions are well informed. These need to
be evidence-based and theoretically-sound values
with utility for risk management decisions despite
their provisional status (and need be clearly labeled
as such). In many cases, choices will be simple, with
the provisional value sometimes clearly indicating
a significant risk that is easily addressed, and at
other times indicating a situation with no need for
further action. In a decision context with greater
stakes, tools like value of information (VOI) analysis
(below) can then be used to characterize whether,
and which, new data might need to be gathered to
revise a provisional HHRV.

2.3. Two Fundamental Desiderata in Risk Analysis
and Management May be Incompatible: The
Desire to Fully Characterize Uncertainty,
Versus the Desire to Apply Reasonable
“Default” Assumptions and Models to Avoid
Paralysis

Sources of uncertainty and variability abound in
the quest to characterize, and explore the decision
ramifications of, the risks of typical contaminants
in the environment. Many of us (students and col-
leagues of John Evans, or not) have written articles
and books categorizing the sources of uncertainty in
risk analysis, and improving ways of quantifying and
communicating them individually and collectively
(e.g., Morgan & Henrion, 1992; Finkel, 1990; Cullen
& Frey, 1999; Finkel & Gray, 2018). Most of these
advances have emphasized the relatively uncon-
troversial treatment of parameter uncertainty; for
example, using first principles, simulation, or other
methods to account for uncertainty in the slope of
the exposure–response function, the conversion of
exposures from rodents to humans (Watanabe, Bois,
& Zeise, 1992), the concentration of the contaminant
at any location-time coordinate, and so on.

But uncertainties of equivalent or larger extent
involve model uncertainty: for example, what about
the substantial additional uncertainty contributed by

the possibility that the proposed exposure reduction
crosses a biological threshold? What about the pos-
sibility that effects seen (or not seen) in test animals
are wholly irrelevant to humans, or that elevated in-
cidence rates in human studies are confounded and
not caused by the exposure? What about the pos-
sibility that the health effects associated with expo-
sure are treatable and therefore not grave? Model
uncertainty is far from straightforward to quantify,
and more significantly, there is no firm consensus that
it should be quantified, or how and if it should affect
decision making.

But can (how can?) one be “in favor of un-
certainty analysis” and yet be willing to put any
significant uncertainty to the side? So we pose this
fraught question: does it violate a basic principle of
uncertainty assessment to analyze risk and uncertainty
conditional on a set of assumptions about causality,
evidence, and relevance, or must we acknowledge
(all) possible alternative assumptions and widen our
uncertainty bounds because we can’t be sure our as-
sumptions are correct? We have learned how to think
about this conundrum (though not how to resolve
it!) from John Evans.

There are two quite reasonable ways to confront
a situation where the uncertainty contributed by not
knowing which of two or more theories is correct
about a risk dominates the uncertainty that would
remain if we knew the correct theory. One way,
which could be summarized as “full weight of evi-
dence analysis,” requires us to articulate and array
all of the plausible models and derive risk estimates
(with their parameter uncertainty and variability)
for each. The other way, which happens for whatever
reason(s) to have arisen earlier in the history of risk
analysis (IRLG, 1979), involves making a judgment
about which one model or theory will predominate,
deliberately relegating other possible theories to
“footnotes” in decision making.

This “determine the appropriate model” ap-
proach resembles how juries work in the court sys-
tem: they weigh evidence, but not with a goal of
reaching a verdict about “how guilty” or “how cul-
pable” a defendant is, but whether he/she is sim-
ply “guilty” (more specifically, “guilty with enough
confidence to be treated as such”). So this approach
by definition requires consensus on two matters: (1)
what assumption(s) will be used “by default,” in the
absence of sufficient information to the contrary; and
(2) how much contrary information will be enough to
discard the default assumption and substitute a dif-
ferent theory or model. Continuing the analogy to
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our jury system, we have long since become used to
innocence (in criminal cases) or a verdict for the de-
fendant (in civil cases) being the default, with the
burden on the state or on the plaintiff to overturn
the default presumption. The two legal realms differ,
though, in how much of a hurdle the burdened party
faces: in criminal matters, our system generally re-
quires “proof beyond a reasonable doubt,” whereas
in civil cases the plaintiff prevails if she demonstrates
her case via a “preponderance of the evidence.”

To oversimplify, our system for human health
risk assessment contains many inference assumptions
in which a more precautionary stance prevails by de-
fault (e.g., that adverse responses in test animals are
relevant to humans absent specific reason to doubt
this general presumption), but also some significant
assumptions that amount instead to a “presumption
of innocence” (e.g., that humans all have the same
“typical” extent of susceptibility to carcinogenesis
(Finkel, 2014b), or that elevated relative risks in ex-
posed subjects in toxicologic or epidemiologic studies
are not considered unless they meet a strict statistical
test of significance such as p < 0.05). As for the “how
much contrary information?” standard, EPA and the
other agencies have steadfastly refused to articulate
one (despite repeated insistence by NAS/National
Research Council [NRC] committees that they do
so—see NRC 1994, 2009). We think it’s fair to sum-
marize that for most of the period 1980–2010, EPA
and the other agencies were looking for “compelling
evidence” to overturn a default, whereas more re-
cently they have emphasized a more permissive ap-
proach, wherein the assumption chosen is the one
that has “the most evidence” behind it, without re-
gard to whether it would have been considered a pre-
cautionary default in times past (although there have
not yet been many opportunities to implement this
variant approach).

Each of the two very different ways to han-
dle model uncertainty has distinct advantages. The
multiple-models approach is far more faithful to the
honest appraisal of uncertainty and the avoidance
of overconfidence; the defaults/departures approach
is generally far more efficient in avoiding strategic
delay (by using default assumptions in the absence
of contrary information, there is no need to ask “is
anyone there?” ready to proffer some alternative
assumption(s) and wait for someone to respond).
A system based on defaults is also arguably (NRC,
1994, Appendix N-2) more practical, in that a gen-
erally somewhat precautionary risk assessment will
emerge unless an interested party with the resources

to conduct research that might lead to a lower risk
estimate has the financial or other incentives to do
so. Where alternatives are either far-fetched or not
worth the trouble because “conservative” decisions
are both obvious and acceptable to the regulated, de-
faults bring the finish line much closer to the present
moment.

Both approaches, of course, also pose difficulties.
In order for the “let all models bloom” approach to
truly differ from a system built on defaults and rea-
soned departures therefrom, it must provide weights
(subjective estimates of the degree-of-belief to be as-
signed to each model). Without weights, we would
be left with multiple and incompatible risk estimates
with no way to either combine them into a single un-
certain estimate (you need weights for that) or no
way to assess the expected consequences of acting
as if the wrong model was correct (you need weights
for that too). Otherwise, all one can say is “we might
be very wrong, with unknown likelihood.” So, with-
out subjective weights, the first approach becomes the
second approach—acting as if one single model is
correct, without an estimate of how likely that model
error is. Of course, the approach of assigning default
assumptions, and of only switching from reliance on
a default to reliance on a specific alternative in the
face of persuasive evidence for it, can also be char-
acterized as relying on subjective weights—here the
weight given to the preferred assumption is always
1.0.

And the assignment of weights to more than one
model at one time, though it has been accomplished
and refined over many iterations (Evans et al., 1994,
Oppenheimer, Little, & Cooke, 2016), is controver-
sial and frequently criticized for being arbitrary and
easily manipulable (NRC, 2007). In the limiting case,
where one assumption predicts substantial risk and
an alternative predicts zero risk, the composite un-
certainty distribution is completely determined by
the values given to p and (1-p), the weights assigned
to each of the two incompatible states of nature—
which means that the views of one expert can have
more influence on a downstream risk management
decision than a data set or a test result might have.
And there is no way to avoid subjectivity in the as-
signment of model weights: starting from the premise
that assumptions that are controversial should be
given equal weights unless we can justify more pre-
cise parsing is itself a very value-laden and restrictive
form of weighting (Finkel, 2018, p. S23).

The two of us do not necessarily fully agree about
which of the two ways is better, but we agree that
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while model uncertainty is of great importance, it is
possible to pay too much attention to it (or the wrong
kind of attention) as well as too little.5 We also fully
agree that if multiple models are to be combined for
a given step in the risk assessment equation, there is
a right way and a wrong way to do so. We will explain
our views in this regard by considering a special case
of model uncertainty; namely, one in which there are
only two possible (and incompatible models), one of
which would predict a significant risk (of magnitude
X) and the other of which would predict de minimis
risk. To declare that “the risk is either of size X with
probability p or very small (let’s call that risk zero)
with probability (1-p),” because one of two incom-
patible theories is right and the other is wrong, is a
reasonable place to start. But one thing the quoted
utterance does not mean is that “the risk is p times
X.” The average value of the uncertain risk may be
pX (in the same sense that “the average human has
approximately one ovary”), but we believe decision-
makers and affected persons need to understand that
in such cases, the risk is actually either zero or X, and
never pX.

It’s not that averaging per se is wrong-headed at
all—it can be worse not to average—but that analysts,
decisionmakers, and consumers of risk information
need to think carefully about what to average and
why. When interindividual variability is the reason
that a distribution exists rather than a single number,
most people understand that averaging the data
makes a profound statement: to say that the “best
estimate” of the height of an adult human is 5 feet
4 inches should obviously not govern building codes
setting doorframe sizes. When parameter uncertainty
creates the distribution, using the average imposes
a very specific value judgment upon the resulting
action: that we regard errors of overestimation as
precisely of equal consequence as errors of underesti-
mation of equivalent size. Choosing a point estimate
corresponding to any percentile of such a distribution
(as opposed to the mean) merely imposes a different
value judgment: perhaps we should be more con-
cerned about needless expenditures than about need-
less (monetized) “lives lost,” in which case we should
tend to use a lower-bound estimate of the uncertainty

5It is also possible to set up a system wherein analysts construct
both a risk estimate contingent on a single inference option (ei-
ther a robust default or a compelling alternative), and an esti-
mate that eschews this choice but instead considers all plausible
models. Decisionmakers could then consider the “truncated” ap-
proach to model uncertainty alongside a baroque approach to it.

distribution for risk. And when the distribution is
really a bi- or multimodal distribution composed of
two or more mutually exclusive assumptions, acting
as if the risk is a weighted combination of the possi-
bilities says that we are indifferent between erring by
incorrectly giving credence to one assumption or the
other.

Instead, we suggest that the right way to handle a
situation wherein “the risk is either huge or tiny, de-
pending” is to use that information to compare the
performance of two or more decision options, not to
average away the uncertainty in the risk. In these sit-
uations of fundamental uncertainty, we need to con-
trast two eventualities, and consider what we might
gain or lose if: (1) the risk is huge but we make the
decision that makes sense for a tiny risk; versus (2)
the risk is tiny but we act as if we know it is huge
(Brand & Finkel, 2019). This advice amounts to con-
sidering both competing models so as to minimize the
regret of choosing the wrong control strategy. We can,
of course, also consider the performance of a third
decision—acting as if the risk is in fact pX and we
control the risk as such—but whenever the harms
(economic and/or physical) are nonlinear as the risk
increases, or the available solutions are not continu-
ous, but “lumpy,” the optimal act for a risk known to
be pX in size may be (very) different from the op-
timal choice in the real situation where the average
value pX never manifests.

It may, of course, be difficult to predict how any
given control option will perform a priori: both its ef-
ficacy and its cost will likely be to some extent a gam-
ble. But we face this problem whenever we seek to
choose the option with the greatest net benefit, so the
problem is not with the uncertainty, but with how we
(mis)handle it. To the extent that any kind of averag-
ing (computing the expectation of something) is help-
ful, we stress the gaping contrast between “decision
averaging” and “risk averaging.” See NRC (1994, p.
173), where the NRC Committee provides an exam-
ple showing the difference between estimating the
average net benefit of each of two sensible actions
to evacuate a city where a hurricane might or might
not be headed, versus estimating the “weighted aver-
age location” between the two cities and evacuating
the unpopulated area at that coordinate. John taught
us both that expected utility and “the utility of the
expectation” are different, back in the days when we
would have had to fill a stadium full of mainframe
computers to match the processing power of a mod-
ern iPhone, and yet it is still not followed today as the
truism it is.
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It may also be somewhat facile for us to posit
that competing models should be judged based on
their effects on the relative performance of decision
options, given that traditionally, risk assessment pre-
cedes risk management and the options are often not
arrayed until later (for an exhortation that we re-
verse this ordering, and array the possible control
options before we begin to estimate the risk under
any option, see Finkel, 2011). One intermediate strat-
egy that does not require explicit control options, but
that improves upon one-size-fits-all risk averaging,
was described in detail in a doctoral dissertation John
Evans supervised (Brand 1999), in which the author
advocates for the combining of disparate models via
an explicit and generally unequal weighting of the de-
cision regret associated with incorrectly choosing one
model over another.

And we offer one other cautionary note about
“a full treatment of model uncertainty.” The main
attraction of incorporating model uncertainty rather
than relying on defaults is that the former approach
may allow decisionmakers and the affected publics to
“see the full light of uncertainty.” But if incorporating
model uncertainty carries the baggage of subjective
weighting, delay, and possible “decisions guaranteed
to be wrong,” and does not even fully depict uncer-
tainty, then it may be a marginal improvement with
substantial downsides. We suggest here that there is
much more to model uncertainty than simply supple-
menting, overturning, or “watering down” precau-
tionary and reasonable defaults with other reason-
able interpretations of mode of action, interspecies
scaling, and the like.

What would an exhaustive treatment of model
uncertainty in risk, benefit, and cost look like, one
that could not be criticized for leaving anything
out? It would include various model uncertainties
that few if any risk and cost-benefit analyses ever
consider. Certainly, there are alternative exposure
and fate-and-transport models that are rarely con-
sidered alongside the traditional ones. Ditto with
the way we currently erase most of the uncertainty
in the “value of a statistical life”—as the central
tendency of many stated-preference experiments or
revealed-preference studies, but rarely incorporating
the interindividual variability in each subject’s re-
sponses or the model uncertainty that makes it dif-
ficult to choose one type of study over the other
(Finkel & Johnson, 2018). We believe that the eco-
nomic cost aspects of cost-benefit analysis are also
especially handicapped by the tacit and pervasive

use of unacknowledged default assumptions with-
out appreciation of model uncertainty. For exam-
ple, regulatory economics routinely assumes, with-
out explicit mention, that partial-equilibrium cost
estimates are good surrogates for over general-
equilibrium ones, that technological learning and/or
economies of scale are unimportant, that price rises
will reduce demand rather than spur demand for
substitute goods. (Hazilla & Kopp, 1990; Mannix,
2014).

And even within the realm of dose–response
modeling, there are ways in which we censor impor-
tant uncertainties. For example, suppose that an epi-
demiology study shows a relative risk (RR) with con-
fidence limits going from 0.8 to 4.0. That is a classic
“negative” result because the lower confidence limit
is below 1, and so we would never give any weight
to the alternative possibility that the exposure does
cause disease, because we can’t rule out with con-
fidence that the exposure is inconsequential. Why,
however, shouldn’t we include the (let’s say) 80%
chance that the RR is > 1, in our risk/uncertainty es-
timation? The reason invariably given is that when
the p value is larger than 0.05, we cannot rule out
the null hypothesis with “anything approaching cer-
tainty.” Indeed, recent recommendations have been
offered (see, e.g., Benjamin et al., 2018) to make
the dividing line for “statistical significance” even
more stringent, to p < 0.005. We are not advocat-
ing for either the 0.05 status quo or for a stricter (or
a less strict) criterion. We merely point out that ei-
ther 0.05 or 0.005 amounts to an “anti-conservative
default assumption”; the risk analysis system chooses
to strongly guard against false positives at this impor-
tant step in the evaluation of epidemiologic or toxi-
cologic data (Greenland et al., 2016). In at least one
important court case (Flue-Cured Tobacco, 1998), an
EPA risk assessment for second-hand smoke inhala-
tion was invalidated in large part because the agency
relaxed the criterion to (in effect) p = 0.1 without
adequately explaining this departure from conven-
tion. Our concerns expressed above about including
“fringe” assumptions and giving them expert-derived
weight is really no different from the perennial ob-
jections to relaxing the p-value threshold and using
more of the entire confidence interval on “negative”
bioassay and epidemiology results. The only differ-
ence, actually, is that substantial momentum is be-
hind the view that “minority” theories of causation
or mode of action must be given some weight in anal-
yses and decisions, whereas we are unaware of any
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serious effort to suggest that a hazard we can be
“only” 90% confident is associated with adverse ef-
fects might be deemed worthy of attention.

2.4. Decisionmakers Who Refuse to Require VOI
Calculations to Guide the Choice between
Action and Analysis (and to Guide the
Contours of any Further Analysis) Ought to
Admit They are Walking Around with
Sunglasses on When the Skies are Dark

John Evans has been a strong advocate of the use
of VOI analysis for many years. Sometimes he has
urged its use in its formal sense, as the expected gain
that would come from reducing the uncertainty in
estimates of the consequences of alternative choices
in a decision. Often, though, John would advocate
merely stopping to think more qualitatively about
how valuable new information would really be in
making choices. He would encourage the enormously
useful thought-question “how much would the infor-
mation have to change my risk estimates in order to
make me change my mind?” Often, it is difficult to
imagine any experiment or survey or sampling effort
that would make a big enough difference to change
a choice – it is not that the information has no value,
but that it cannot be used in a valuable way. This con-
clusion could result from a situation where the uncer-
tainties in exposure or risk are sufficiently small that
further reductions are of little decisional value, or
where they are sufficiently large that valuable uncer-
tainty reductions are hard to imagine occurring given
constraints on expense, difficulties in measurement,
and so on. But, we hasten to add, information can
also be of little value to refining choices when it is the
choices themselves that are deficient. The tendency
of some regulatory analysts to present to their man-
agers a carefully orchestrated set of decision options
with one “winner” (sometimes referred to as “Stupid
Option A, Stupid Option C, and Brilliant Option B”)
yields a situation where further information will have
no decisional value, but this indicts the choices, not
the uselessness of actual knowledge.

John is not the only one who has encouraged
the use of VOI information in environmental, health
and safety decisions. For example, Committees of the
NRC have urged the EPA (National Research Coun-
cil, 2009) and the Food and Drug Administration
(National Research Council/Institute of Medicine,
2011) to expand the use of VOI in making research
and information gathering investments. There are a
wide range of technical papers and reports that iden-

tify ways in which VOI could be applied by agen-
cies (Bates et al., 2015; Dakins, 1999; Keisler, Col-
lier, Chu, Sinatra, & Linkov, 2014; Laxminarayan and
Macauley 2012; Mitchell et al., 2013; Yokota, Gray,
Hammitt, & Thompson, 2004).

However, VOI, in any formal sense, has not
caught on at all in the regulatory world (Gray, 2019).
There are both implementation issues and technical
challenges that seem to have stymied its use. Perhaps
the biggest implementation issue is that in order for
VOI to be applied, risk estimates need quantitative
estimates of their attendant uncertainty, something
regulatory agencies have very rarely developed, es-
pecially on the “cost side” (Finkel, 2014a). In addi-
tion, any formal decision analytic tool needs to spec-
ify a priori the options being considered. It is clear
that many in decision-making positions are uncom-
fortable stating the options under consideration in
advance. There also seems to be a general belief that
uncertainty analysis and VOI are too difficult for de-
cision makers to understand and use appropriately—
a view we believe reflects badly on the decision mak-
ers, not on the analysts (Finkel & Gray, 2018)!

There are also technical challenges to using VOI
in EHS risk decisions. One of the greatest is actually
knowing how much information a given data collec-
tion event will deliver and by how much it will reduce
uncertainty. Uncertainty analysis will always be sub-
ject to “unknown unknowns” and truncation of pos-
sible models, which means that information might re-
duce uncertainty more than predicted. Many of the
early studies of VOI focused on the expected value
of perfect information, but we know that an animal
toxicology experiment, exposure assessment, or cost
of implementation survey will provide only partial in-
formation for an analysis. Estimating how much un-
certainty will be reduced with different sources of
information is a continuing challenge. Dealing with
model uncertainty provides another challenge, since
data to effectively rule out, or even greatly change
the probability of alternatives may be difficult to ac-
quire. It may also be difficult to know how much it
will cost to deliver a specific piece of information.
Some information may be generalizable across de-
cisions and would therefore be even more valuable
than assumed for a single choice. These and other
technical issues, while they need to be considered, are
not obstacles to the use of VOI today.

Perhaps a place we can start is with John’s ques-
tion of bounding the magnitude of uncertainty re-
duction necessary to change a decision. For exam-
ple, imagine an abandoned hazardous waste site with
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chemicals identified as carcinogens in the soil but no
contamination of groundwater. There are three de-
cision options: Do nothing, put a cap of clean soil
above the contaminated dirt, or dig up and remove
the contaminated soil. A risk assessment, using de-
fault procedures such as a linear dose-response rela-
tionship between exposure and cancer risk, and stan-
dard dust exposure assumptions, finds the lifetime
cancer risk to be 1 × 10−3. At this risk level, the rela-
tively best remediation choice is to remove the soil. If
the risk were 1 × 10−5 the choice would be capping,
and if under 1 × 10−6 the choice would be do noth-
ing. Because the remediation options are “lumpy,”
John’s question would have us ask if and how new
information could ever move us from one option to
another. In this case, if the assumption of linear dose-
response is a major source of uncertainty, we would
have to think that we could do an experiment that
would leave no more than a 1% chance that the true
dose–response is linear, in order to change our choice
from soil removal to capping. It is highly unlikely that
any information gathering would yield this level of
precision, so this form of VOI thinking has helped so-
lidify a decision. In other cases, it may be that readily
obtainable information, on cost of alternatives or ex-
posure profiles, could indeed matter and more formal
analysis would be called for.

Those who make research and data gathering de-
cisions, intended to help guide and improve decisions,
but do not use VOI approaches, are likely to squan-
der resources and miss opportunities to shape better
choices.

3. CONCLUSIONS

These four themes may seem disparate, but they
are interrelated, and all hearken back to the answer
John provided in the Air Pollution Control Associ-
ation volume in 1986: “analysis IS useful.” Earlier
we emphasized that analysis is more useful, perhaps
only is useful, when it is done quantitatively, with
careful attention to uncertainty and variability, and
in ways that allow feasible choices to be compared
along multiple dimensions. But more importantly, we
suggest that his 1986 title was pointing the field to-
ward a probing examination of what “useful” means.
Of course, good analysis has value and utility—but
we do not merely want the analysis because it is a
tool; we (should) want the results of our actions to be
“useful.”

So perhaps the real question behind the
1986 question was and is “are unanalyzed actions

useful?”—and John and we, his students, would say
“no.” For an easy target, consider the first 24 launches
of the Space Shuttle between 1981 and 1986. Ar-
guably, NASA risk managers did not heed the re-
sults of the risk assessments done there, and while the
launch decisions made before the Challenger disaster
were useful, they were not optimal (Dalal, Fowlkes,
& Hoadley, 1989; NRC, 1988). On the other hand,
John set both of us on careers that included substan-
tial time in regulatory agencies, where we can look
back on decisions we made affirmatively but also on
equally weighty decisions we made by failing to de-
cide, by waiting to express our views until after we
could no longer influence policy, or by changing the
subject in order to “make” a decision about some
other problem (thereby making a decision about the
problem we were shunting or punting). So we have
learned, from working with John and from life after
we “left without the pebble,” that whether one sees
oneself as an analyst or a decisionmaker (a somewhat
arbitrary and unfortunate bifurcation), one needs to
be relentless in asking as often as possible “what did I
decide today?” If the answer is “I decided we weren’t
ready to decide,” John’s work challenges us to then
ask, with great humility but also with great urgency,
“what are we waiting for, and why?”

So, all four of the topics we discussed here tell the
same story, with variations. Analyzing dose–response
data (toxicologic, epidemiologic, or both) to catego-
rize a stressor as “threshold or not” can be valuable,
but only if knowing which is which is expected to
improve an outcome. Using provisional HHRVs can
seem deflating, but only if refining them is expected
to improve an outcome. “Reducing reliance on de-
faults” can increase real or perceived sophistication,
but only if doing so is expected to improve an out-
come. And if any of these refinements matter, which
they certainly often will, some form of VOI analysis
is waiting in the wings to provide the answers to ques-
tions like these three.
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